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Open Door Productions 

 
 'EXAMINATION POWER '  

 
Examination in Chief and Cross Examination 

 
 
 

Open Door Productions’ ‘Examination Power' Workshop focuses on how Barristers can 
maximise questioning techniques in the Examination in Chief and Cross-Examination phases 
of the trial to get the most from witnesses and underpin their case theory. 
 
In sessions akin to an ‘actors’ workshop’, participants practise and analyse questioning 
sequences in detail, using a detailed case study in which the facilitators will role-play all 
witnesses, demonstrating emotionally-realistic personalities.  
  
Participants will practise skills in the framing and delivery of question sequences, in order to 
enhance their success with a broad range of witnesses. 
 
The class is a hands-on, small-group format, a laboratory for experiment with each 
individual’s approach and temperament in an entertaining, collegial atmosphere where 
experience is pooled and shared.  
 
We expect that each participant will make discoveries about his/her current challenges on 
the one hand; and about his/her particular skills on the other.  
 
 

 
 Helping individuals to develop personal examination styles 
 
 Strategic planning and delivery of examinations 
 
 Intensive practice of micro-skills for each individual 
 
 Two facilitators / professional role players bringing directorial, performance and 

scriptwriting experience to the refinement of content. 
 

 
 

CONTACT 
 
Email:      info@odp.com.au 
Mobile:   0414 414 658  
 
 

mailto:info@odp.com.au
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The Workshop Series 
 

 
Date:  Sunday, November 24, 2013. 
 
Duration: Workshop of seven hours.   9.30 am - 5.30 pm  (9.15 am arrival) 
 
Cost:  $350.00 per participant (includes GST).    
  Vegetarian light lunch and beverages provided. 
 
CPD points: 6 points.  Arranging accreditation with New South Wales Bar Association.  
 
Format:  Small-group intensive skills-building with two facilitators. 
  (Maximum of 10 participants) 
 
Venue:  St James' Hall, Level One, 169 Phillip Street  (opp. Selbourne Chambers) 
 
Literature: Literature (and brief pre-course preparation) will be included. 
                      Course material is suitable for both new and seasoned barristers. 
  

 

Open Door Productions 
 

   
 
Facilitators Gabrielle Gazal and Nicholas Frost have provided skills-building courses for 
barristers since 2007.  

 
For The New South Wales Bar Association CPD   
 
 Persuasion Power Series:         (2007, 2010) 
 Presentation Power Series:      (2008) 
 Examination Power Series:       (2009, 2012) 
 Voice Coaching      (2009) 
 Personal Coaching in Presentation and Examination   (2012, 2013) 
   
For The Bar Association of Queensland CPD  
  
 Examination Power Series:       (2012) 
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The male-female team have extensive experience as theatre directors, corporate facilitators, 
presenters and professional role players. They have provided educational services in a 
variety of environments, including education, business and corporate sectors and within 
Continuing Professional Development programs for a range of professional groups including 
the New South Wales Bar association, The Bar association of Queensland and the Architects’ 
Institute of Australia. They specialise in supporting participants with diverse personalities 
and learning needs. Their background enables participants to gain a high level of skills 
immersion in a short time, experiencing a wide range of skills-building activities. The 
facilitators also bring experience as script writers, teachers of English in cross-cultural 
contexts, and teachers of negotiation.  
 
 

Publication 
 
Nicholas Frost’s book Total Drama (520 pages), in collaboration with Gabrielle Gazal, and 
published and distributed throughout Australia by Macmillan Education Australia in 2010, is 
an in-depth analysis of interpersonal dynamics in presentational contexts. 
 

    
 
  
 
 

Feedback 
 
 
Participants from Examination Power Course, Bar Association of Queensland, July 2012, 
say:  
 
 Ruth O’Gorman: Well adapted to advocacy in a court room. Nick and Gabby were 

excellent presenters and facilitators. The group number was just the right size and the 
informal nature of the exercises was appreciated. The extra brochure we were 
provided with is very helpful. I would benefit from more discussion of acting techniques 
at the start of the course. 

 Dan Butler: An excellent opportunity to practise examining and cross-examining and 
to see others do it. Good tips on question-sequencing and controlling witnesses. The 
case study was excellent. 

http://www.macmillan.com.au/secondary/onix/all/4A096A3B43449FF3CA25776100179E3E?open&div=Secondary&cat=The+Arts%3eDrama&template=domSecondary&ed=site/seced31.nsf
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 David Caughlin: Provided realistic witness examination examples. Facilitators were 
very good at changing character-type to give different witness experiences. The 
facilitators were obviously experienced and in command of their material. 

 

Former Participants from the NSW Bar Association, 2007 to 2012 say: 
 
 Excellent hands-on approach. Facilitators are interested in each and every participant.  
 Relevant and extremely practical… 
 The practical classes were excellent; helped me realise some of my weaknesses 
 Excellent. Should be given regularly by the Bar Association… 
 It assisted me greatly with vocal and physical techniques… 
 Created a friendly, safe arena in which to experiment… 
 Best CPD I've done… sensitive, funny, insightful… 
 Made an immediate impact that was commented on by the Judge in court…  
 I found the course literature to be concise and easy to read, which I know I can always 

go back to in future, to improve my opening and closing presentations… 
 It has led me to alter my approach to advocacy in practical ways… 
 The case study was nuanced and subtle, occupied the groups meaningfully and 

productively… 
 Using professional actors as witnesses who became different types was very helpful. 

Good to have a list of character-traits to look out for in witnesses… 
 
 

Selected Clients 
 

 The New South Wales Bar Association 
 Bar Association of Queensland 
 Australian Institute of Architects 
 Coca-Cola South Pacific 
 South Sydney City Council 
 DMR Consulting 
 Flight Centre Limited 
 Harvey World Travel 
 Amnesty International Australia 
 CIT Travel 
 Cardno Young 
 FDC 
 

(In association with Hain Consulting Pty Ltd): 
 

 Cardno MBK 
 APP Corporation 
 Bassett Engineering 
 ERM Mitchell McCotter 
 Engineering Education Australia 
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CURRICULUM    
 
 

EXAMINATION POWER  
 
1. Examination in Chief 
 
Literature:   
AVO Case Study. 
 
Techniques:   
Sequence rewinds and 
replays.  
Tag-team questioning.  
 

 
Question for Scene Setting:   
Wide and close focus, detail, vivid picture, use of visuals, etc. 
 
Question to re-create and direct the Action:  
Micro-techniques: prior action, control of pace, economy, 
brevity,  stop-frame sequence, point of view, present tense, 
sensory language, emotive moments, tension, climax, post-
action, using exhibits. 

 
2. Cross Examination 
 
Literature:   
AVO Case Study. 
 
Techniques:   
Sequence rewinds and 
replays.  
Tag-team questioning.  
Debrief and analysis. 
 
Includes: 
Interviews to plan your case 
theory and tactics.  
 
Witness-Preparation  
roleplays. 
 

 
Elicit Favourable Evidence from Exam in Chief:  Elicit narrow 
statements of fact; offer binary choices; use reasonable 
propositions to get agreement.  
 
Close the Gates:  Know the answer to your question; use 
previous statements and documents. 
 
Listen to the Answers: Give spontaneous follow up; capitalise 
on new or unexpected information; keep eye-contact.  
 
Deal with Unexpected or Unsatisfactory Answers:  Return to 
penultimate question; reframe and re-qualify the question.  
 
Elicit Hidden Themes or Subtext: Understand what is unsaid, 
manipulated, distorted or exaggerated; seek motive. Elicit 
Depth of Feeling to support facts.  
 
Use Indirection: Change the topic and return later; use 
implication; sow seeds; direct-indirect scale. 
 
Build to Climax:  Putting or not putting climactic question; get 
answers on the record; prepare context for closing 
argument. 
 
Be the Actor:  Adapt with versatility to the witness-type using 
personae, register, tone, nuance, pace, rhythm, softeners. 
 

 
3. Witness Types   
 
 
 
 

 
Unhelpful Witness:  Intellectual or emotional bias; 
deliberately acting a persona; unfocused off-guard 
responses; over-qualifying; self-incrimination; memory loss.  
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Support for:  
Examination in Chief and 
Cross Examination 

 
Garrulous Witness:  Break into small bites; use interruption; 
use their words; get them to explain terms; clarify their 
language; be direct: use the 5 W’s. 
  
Unconscious Traits:  Probe attitude, bias, emotion, 
mannerism. 
 
Cultural Traits:  How culture affects perception of truth and 
discussion of facts.  
 

 

 


